Mapping the binding interface of ERK and transcriptional repressor Capicua using photocrosslinking
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Extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) coordinates cellular responses to a range of stimuli by phosphorylating its numerous substrates. One of these substrates, Capicua (Cic), is a transcriptional repressor that was first identified in Drosophila and has been implicated in a number of human diseases. Here we use a chemical biology approach to map the binding interface of ERK and Cic. The noncanonical amino acid p-azidophenylalanine (AzF) was introduced into the ERK-binding region of Drosophila Cic, and photocrosslinking and tandem mass spectrometry were used to pinpoint its binding site on ERK. We also identified the ERK-binding region of human Cic and showed that it binds to the same site on ERK despite lacking conservation with the Drosophila Cic binding region. Finally, we mapped the amino acids involved in human Cic binding to ERK using AzF-labeled ERK. These results reveal the molecular details of the ERK-Cic interaction and demonstrate that the photocrosslinking approach is complementary to existing methods for mapping kinase-substrate binding interfaces.

The transcriptional repressor Capicua (Cic) was discovered in genetic studies of pattern formation in the early Drosophila embryo and plays important roles in vertebrate development and human diseases, including spinocerebellar ataxia and cancers of neural origin (1–2). Cic represses genes by binding directly to their regulatory regions and recruiting global corepressors. Both the DNA-binding domain of Cic and the Cic-binding sites within the regulatory DNA sequences are highly conserved across species (3–5). Another aspect of Cic regulation that appears to be conserved is its sensitivity to signaling by receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs), which can antagonize gene repression by Cic (4–7) (Fig. L4). Molecular mechanisms of this important regulatory effect remain poorly understood.

In Drosophila, RTK activation leads to a rapid relief of gene repression by Cic, which is followed by export of Cic from the nucleus and cytoplasmic degradation (8, 9). Both of these effects rely on the extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK), an enzyme that is phosphorylated and activated in response to signaling by RTKs and mediates their transcriptional effects in a wide range of developmental contexts (10). In addition to being regulated by ERK signaling, Cic can control the levels of ERK phosphorylation in vivo (11). Quantitative studies in the Drosophila embryo established that RTK-dependent ERK phosphorylation is strongly attenuated in the absence of Cic, and increasing the gene dosage of Cic in the same system leads to a significant increase in ERK phosphorylation. This effect propagates through the patterning network and affects the expression of several RTK-target genes (12, 13). Cic-dependent control of ERK phosphorylation does not depend on the transcriptional activity of Cic and requires direct Cic–ERK interaction (11). The simplest model consistent with these observations is one in which Cic binding to ERK interferes with the activity of ERK phosphatases (14).

We used a chemical biology approach to test this model and characterize the interaction interface between full-length ERK and the ERK-binding regions of Drosophila and human Cic (6). We began by mutagenizing the known ERK-binding region of fly Cic to identify specific residues used to bind ERK. This knowledge enabled us to crosslink ERK and Cic by incorporating a photoactivatable noncanonical amino acid, p-azidophenylalanine (AzF), into Cic at the heterodimerization interface. Using mass spectrometry, we identified the location on ERK used for binding. Further, we discovered an ERK-binding region of human Cic and determined molecular-level details of this interaction using AzF-labeled ERK. Consistent with the proposed model, we found that both human and fly Cic bind to regions of ERK that are involved in binding to phosphatases. These studies elucidated the mechanisms of ERK-mediated regulation of Cic and demonstrate the advantages of the photocrosslinking approach to studies of enzyme-substrate interactions.

Results

Identification of ERK-Interacting Residues in Cic. Previous studies of ERK-mediated down-regulation of Cic in Drosophila identified a small region of the protein (termed the C2 domain) that, when deleted, led to loss of nuclear exclusion of Cic and loss of binding to ERK (6) (Fig. 1b). Most ERK-interacting proteins bind to ERK at one of its two well-characterized docking domains. The first is the ERK D recruitment site (DRS) (14–17), which is used by proteins containing a D site (18–20). The D site consensus sequence is (R/K)2–3–X–Φ–X–Φ, where Φ is any amino acid and X is a hydrophobic amino acid. The positively charged region of the D site makes electrostatic contacts with two negatively charged amino acids on ERK (termed the CD domain), whereas the downstream Φ–X–Φ interacts with a hydrophobic groove (15, 21). Together, these regions, located on the opposite side of ERK
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relative to the active site, make up the DRS. A second docking domain, termed the F recruitment site (FRS), consists of a hydrophobic pocket near the ERK active site and binds proteins containing an F site (F-X-F-**P** consensus sequence) (15, 22).

The ERK-binding region of Cic does not contain either consensus D site or F site sequences. So, as a first step toward characterizing the interaction between ERK and Cic, an unbiased, targeted alanine screen was performed on the Cic C2 domain. We began by expressing and purifying Cic residues 1,050–1,115 fused to GST (herein referred to as GSTCic). Previously, the deletion of residues 1,052–1,072 of Cic was found to abrogate ERK binding (6). This region is within our GSTCic construct. The interaction between GSTCic and ERK was confirmed using biolayer interferometry (BLI) and found to have a $K_D$ of $\sim 50$ nM (Fig. 1E).

A GST pull-down assay was used to screen GSTCic variants for loss of binding to ERK. Substitutions were introduced into the region corresponding to the deletion previously found to interrupt the ERK–Cic interaction. First, groups of three or four amino acids at a time were changed to alanine. Three adjacent groups spanning Cic 1,054–1,065 had a significant effect on the amount of ERK bound to the GSTCic variant (Fig. 1C and D). To validate the pull-down assay, BLI binding was performed between ERK and the strongest loss of binding variant (positions 1,054–1,056), and no interaction was detected (Fig. 1E).

Removing clusters of positive charge from D sites in ERK-interacting proteins often results in weakened or abolished binding (14, 18, 19, 21), so it is noteworthy that mutations to the three charged residues in Cic positions 1,070–1,072 did not.

---

**Fig. 1.** Identification of ERK-interacting residues in *Drosophila* Cic. (A) Antagonism of Cic repressor activity by RTK/ERK signaling. (B) In response to RTK signaling, ERK translocates to the nucleus and phosphorylates Cic, relieving repression of Cic-regulated genes. Deletion of the Cic C2 domain leads to loss of ERK binding and phosphorylation, resulting in continued Cic-mediated repression even in the presence of RTK signaling. (C) Sequence of ERK-binding region of Cic fused to GST (GSTCic). The underlined region represents groups of amino acids that, when substituted to alanine in groups of three or four, lost binding to ERK. An arrow indicates L1056, the individual position that is critical for Cic binding to ERK. (D) *Drosophila* Cic alanine scan. (i) Groups of three or four amino acids in GSTCic were substituted with alanine and binding to biotinylated ERK was evaluated by GST pull-down. (ii) Residues in the relevant ERK-binding regions of Cic identified in (i) were replaced with alanine (positions containing alanine were replaced with glycine and leucine). Substitutions that led to loss of binding to ERK are indicated with an arrow. Reported values represent an average of three experiments, and error bars correspond to 1 SD of the mean. (E) ERK–GSTCic binding by BLI. (i) Biotinylated ERK was immobilized on SA biosensors and binding to GSTCic WT at concentrations ranging from 50 to 800 nM was measured (gray curves). Data were fit globally (black curves). Reported $K_D$ is an average of fits to three datasets, and the error represents 1 SD of the mean. (ii) No interaction was detected between ERK and GSTCic with positions 1,054–1,056 replaced with alanine using concentrations up to 3,200 nM.
Photocrosslinking Cic and ERK at the Binding Interface. The identification of this critical ERK-binding residue allowed us to use a chemical biology approach to pinpoint the location of Cic binding on ERK. The noncanonical amino acid AzF enables the covalent crosslinking of two bound polypeptides when incorporated into one of the binding partners at the heterodimerization interface (23, 24). Upon irradiation by UV light, the azide moiety of AzF is converted to a highly reactive nitrene, which can insert itself into nearby C-H or N-H bonds, either directly or through a dehydroazepine intermediate (Fig. 2A and SI Appendix, Fig. S1A) (25). We used this functionality to covalently crosslink GSTCic to ERK specifically at the binding interface by inserting AzF into sites located at the ERK binding surface of Cic identified in the alamine screen.

Three positions (F1054, L1056, and P1060) in the putative binding region of GSTCic were tested for incorporation of AzF using an orthogonal aminoacyl tRNA synthetase and tRNA derived from the Methanococcus jannaschii tyrosyl-tRNA synthetase and tRNA (23). All three AzF-substituted GSTCic variants tested expressed at levels comparable to wild-type GSTCic (SI Appendix, Fig. S1B). We next assessed the extent to which these three AzF-incorporated GSTCic variants crosslink to ERK upon exposure to UV light. The formation of a photocrosslinked heterodimer can be identified by the UV exposure-dependent appearance of a slow migrating species corresponding to the combined molecular weight of ERK and GSTCic in both anti-GST (detects GSTCic) and streptavidin (SA, detects biotinylated ERK) Western blots. For all three GSTCic variants tested, a small amount of crosslinked species appeared after 5 min of UV irradiation and increased after 30 min of exposure (SI Appendix, Fig. S1C), indicating successful photocrosslinking. The highest crosslinking efficiency was achieved with GSTCic F1054AzF. Photoreaction conditions were optimized using this variant, enabling ~10% crosslinking efficiency with a clear band corresponding to the ERK-GSTCic crosslinked species (Fig. 2B). Because the yield of heterologously expressed, purified mammalian ERK2 is ~20-fold higher than the Drosophila homolog, Rolled (26), (7 μg/mL and 0.3 μg/mL, respectively), mammalian ERK2 was used for the GSTCic alamine screen and photocrosslinking experiments. Mammalian ERK2 and Rolled are 92.8% similar with high conservation of residues in known docking sites (SI Appendix, Fig. S2). Thus, results obtained using mammalian ERK2 are likely to be representative of the native Drosophila Cic–Rolled interaction. Nonetheless, we also incubated Rolled with GSTCic F1054AzF and exposed them to UV light in the same manner, which led to the formation of a photocrosslinked heterodimer (SI Appendix, Fig. S3A).

Mass Spectrometry-Based Identification of Cic Binding Site on ERK. The high molecular weight, covalently crosslinked ERK–GSTCic band was excised from a Coomassie-stained protein gel of the reaction product and subjected to in-gel tryptic digestion. The resulting peptide mixture contained an AzF-incorporated GSTCic tryptic peptide covalently bound to an ERK tryptic peptide located at the Cic binding site. LC-MS/MS was performed on the mixture to identify this peptide adduct. A 4068.12-Da ion was found, which corresponds to the mass of the adduct between an ERK tryptic peptide (DVYVQDTEMIDYKLLK, 2199.16 Da) and the AzF-containing Cic tryptic peptide (GSGDOOZIALPAPQOR, 1896.97 Da; AzF represented by Z) including the 28.01-Da loss of N2 caused by photolysis (SI Appendix, Fig. S4). Peptide sequencing by tandem mass spectrometry confirmed the identity of the crosslinked peptide (SI Appendix, Fig. S4D and Tables S1 and S2). The same region of Rolled was crosslinked to GSTCic F1054AzF and identified by tandem mass spectrometry, confirming that results obtained using mammalian ERK2 are representative of the Drosophila ERK–Cic interaction (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 and Tables S3 and S4).

The identified ERK tryptic peptide spans the N- and C-terminal lobes of the ERK structure (Fig. 2C) (27). The major peaks present on the tandem mass spectrum of the crosslinked peptide correspond to b- and y-series fragments of ERK linked to the full-length AzF-containing Cic peptide (SI Appendix, Fig. S4D and Table S1). Masses of b- and y-series fragments of Cic with the full-length ERK peptide were also detected (SI Appendix, Fig. S4D and Table S2). The fragmentation pattern suggests that the covalent link between Cic and ERK peptides occurs on ERK at T108 (Fig. 2C and SI Appendix, Fig. S4D). T108 is directly adjacent to the DRS hydrophobic groove with the side chain oriented toward the pocket formed by DRS residues L113, L119, H123, and L155 (Fig. 3A).

**Cic binds to the ERK DRS with a reverse D site.** The structures of ERK in complex with a number of D sites have been solved (28–33). In a canonical D site–ERK interaction, an N-terminal cluster of...
positively charged amino acids in the D site form electrostatic interactions with the negatively charged portion of the DRS. Downstream, a C-terminal hydrophobic motif forms contacts with the DRS hydrophobic groove (15, 29, 30). Notably, in most D site–ERK interactions, a leucine residue in this C-terminal hydrophobic motif is buried in the DRS hydrophobic pocket. This suggests that the critical ERK-binding residue in Cic, L1056, may occupy this site when in complex with ERK.

The position of AzF in GSTCic F1054AzF relative to the critical L1056 is inconsistent with a classical DRS–D site interaction. AzF is located two amino acids upstream of L1056, however the ERK site at which AzF crosslinks with ERK is located downstream of the hydrophobic pocket-interacting leucine in a would-be classical D site peptide. Thus, Cic is likely extended on ERK’s surface in a reversed orientation relative to canonical D site peptides (Fig. 3B).

Other ERK-interacting proteins have been found to bind the DRS in this reversed orientation. Recently, the structures of ERK in complex with protein substrates PEA15 and RSK1 were solved and found to involve a DRS–D site interaction using a reverse-orientation D site (28, 33). The structures of peptides corresponding to the MNK1 and RSK1 reverse D sites in complex with ERK have also been solved (32). Notably, all of these interactions feature a leucine buried in the hydrophobic pocket. Inspection of ERK-bound reverse D site structures reveals features consistent with the results of our mutagenesis and crosslinking experiments. The MNK1 reverse D site peptide has a leucine residue buried in the ERK2 hydrophobic pocket (Fig. 3B) (32). Two residues upstream—in the position analogous to F1054 in Cic relative to the ERK-binding leucine—a methionine side chain is aligned with ERK T108—the amino acid in ERK that was shown to crosslink to GSTCic F1054AzF. This finding suggests that Cic binds to the ERK DRS hydrophobic groove in a manner similar to known reverse D site-containing peptides: A critical leucine residue occupies the pocket formed by ERK residues L113, L119, H123, and L155 with the position two amino acids upstream in-line with ERK T108 (Fig. 3B).

To validate the results of the crosslinking and MS experiments, amino acid substitutions in ERK were tested for their effects on binding to GSTCic. Substitutions were made at the crosslinking site (T108A), the charged region of the DRS (D319N, D316N/D319N), the hydrophobic groove of the DRS (L113A, L119A, H123A, L155A, and T157A), and to the FRS (L198A and Y261A) as a negative control. ERK variants were screened for loss of binding to GSTCic using the pull-down assay described above.

As expected, substitutions in the hydrophobic pocket had a major effect on the amount of ERK pulled down (Fig. 3C). In particular, the L113A, L119A, and H123A variants nearly abolished ERK binding signal. L155A also decreased binding affinity, although to a lesser extent. These amino acids make up the interior of the DRS hydrophobic groove. In the ERK-bound MNK1 D site peptide structure, L113, L119, and H123 all make contacts with the key leucine side chain (Fig. 3B). This provides further evidence that Cic binds to the DRS hydrophobic groove of ERK. The substitution to T108—the residue that crosslinks to GSTCic F1054AzF—did not have an effect on binding, indicating that, whereas it is readily accessible for crosslinking at the ERK–Cic binding interface, T108 does not participate directly in the interaction.

The ERK variant that removed all of the charge in the DRS (D316N/D319N) also had a significant effect on binding (Fig. 3C). This finding was unexpected, as alanine replacements of positively charged residues in the GSTCic alanine screen did not reduce binding. Furthermore, the D319N substitution alone did not show any effect. This mutation, termed the sevenmaker mutation, was first identified in a screen for gain-of-function mutants in Drosophila that rescue ERK-dependent eye development in the absence of upstream components of the ERK signaling pathway (34). This mutation has been shown to weaken the interaction between ERK and DRS-interacting proteins, especially regulators of ERK, including a number of phosphatases (14, 21, 35–40). Thus, it appears that both Cic and ERK phosphatases recognize overlapping surfaces in ERK, although possibly involving different amino acid contacts. Taken together, these experiments show that Cic binds to the ERK DRS, mainly through an interaction of Cic L1056 with the hydrophobic pocket formed by ERK L113, L119, H123, and L155.

Human Cic Binds to the ERK DRS. In contrast to fly Cic, where the C2 domain had been previously identified as important for ERK binding, no ERK binding site is known for human Cic. Thus, we decided to scan the C-terminal half of human Cic for ERK binding. Seventy-five amino acid fragments of human Cic spanning residues 800–1,608 were fused to GST and tested for binding to ERK by GST pull-down. The GST-fused human Cic fragment containing residues 1,325–1,399 (herein referred to as GSThCic, Fig. 4C) pulled down the largest amount of ERK and was confirmed to bind to ERK by BLI (Fig. 4A). Interestingly, this fragment of human Cic does not share significant sequence similarity to the Drosophila Cic ERK-binding region.
To identify the region of ERK that binds to human Cic, the same ERK variants used to study the Drosophila Cic–ERK interaction were screened for loss of binding to GSThCic. Despite the lack of conservation between ERK-binding regions, the human Cic–ERK binding affinity was reduced by many of the same DRS substitutions that affected Drosophila Cic (Fig. 4B). Both of the ERK variants with substitutions in the charged region of the DRS—the D319N and D316N/D319N variants—had a significant effect on the amount of ERK pulled down by GSThCic, as opposed to Drosophila Cic, where the effect was only observed when both aspartic acid residues were substituted. The two substitutions in the hydrophobic pocket that had the greatest effect on the binding of Drosophila Cic to ERK—L119A and H123A—also decreased binding to GSThCic, although to a lesser extent, whereas the L113A and L155A substitutions only affected the interaction with the Drosophila protein.

In experiments with Drosophila Cic, we used amino acid-level knowledge about which Cic residues are used to bind to ERK to photocrosslink these interaction partners and identify a binding site on ERK. We applied the same approach using information gleaned from ERK mutagenesis to identify where it binds to human Cic. AzF was incorporated into ERK in four positions in the regions of the ERK that play a role in binding to GSThCic (T108, H123, L155, and D319). Upon irradiation with UV light, both ERK T108AzF and ERK D319AzF formed an adduct with GSThCic, as shown by protein gel, anti-ERK Western blot, and anti-GST Western blot (SI Appendix, Fig. S5). It is notable that efficient crosslinking to human Cic was observed when AzF was inserted into the ERK site found linked to fly GSTCic F1054AzF. Analysis by LC-MS/MS identified the human Cic tryptic peptides that were photocrosslinked to ERK (SI Appendix, Figs. S6 and S7). Two adjacent peptides were crosslinked to the two AzF-incorporated ERK variants in a reverse D-site orientation, consistent with Drosophila Cic. The N-terminal peptide (human Cic residues 1,340–1,348) crosslinked to AzF in the T108 position of ERK and the next tryptic peptide downstream (human Cic residues 1,349–1,358) crosslinked to AzF in the D319 position (Fig. 4C). This finding was further confirmed by testing five 35-amino-acid fragments of human Cic shifted by 10 amino acids that span the 75 amino acids of human Cic present in GSThCic (1,325–1,359, 1,355–1,369, 1,345–1,379, 1,355–1,389, and 1,365–1,399) for binding to ERK. The two fragments of GSThCic that bound to ERK in a GST pull-down (1,325–1,359 and 1,355–1,369) both contain the two crosslinked human Cic peptides in their overlapping regions (SI Appendix, Fig. S8).

**Discussion**

A number of methods have been used to probe protein–protein interactions in the ERK pathway. Techniques that look at ERK binding or catalysis have been used alongside mutagenesis of ERK (41) or competition with molecules known to bind at certain ERK sites (19, 42). These approaches have uncovered a great deal about ERK binding interactions. However, these studies rely on prior knowledge of docking sites on ERK. Furthermore, individual point mutations within a known docking site may have different effects on different binding partners. This challenge was illustrated in this study—notably, the ERK D319N substitution had very different effects on the interaction with human and Drosophila Cic.

Crystal structures of ERK in complex with its binding partners (28–33) provide invaluable insights, many of which formed the basis of this study. However, the ability to form crystals of a complex is not guaranteed, and most of the structures of ERK complexes use linear peptides derived from the ERK-interacting molecules instead of structured proteins. Hydrogen–deuterium exchange mass spectrometry (15) has been used to map regions of ERK rendered inaccessible to solvent by a binding partner. This approach provides a picture of large regions of ERK that are involved in binding and revealed, among other things, the areas of ERK that form the FRS, but cannot distinguish between residues that are directly or peripherally involved in binding.

Chemical crosslinking and analysis of crosslinked species have been used extensively to identify binding partners and locate crosslinking sites in other systems (43–46). Chemical crosslinking relies on the natural availability of particular amino acids (usually lysine or cysteine) on the surface of interacting proteins and

---

**Fig. 4.** Human Cic binds to the ERK DRS. (A) Identification of the ERK-binding region of human Cic. (i) Seventy-five amino acid fragments of human Cic 800–1,608 were fused to GST and assayed for binding to ERK by GST pull-down. The GST-fused Cic fragment corresponding to positions 1,325–1,399 (GSThCic) pulled down more ERK than any other fragment. (ii) GSThCic binding to ERK was confirmed by BLI. GSThCic was immobilized on anti-GST biosensors and binding to ERK at concentrations ranging from 100 to 1,600 nM was measured (gray curves). Data were fit globally (black curves). Reported K_D = 528±196 nM. (B) ERK variants with substitutions in the DRS, FRS, and crosslinking site were tested for loss of binding to GSThCic (1,325–1,399) fused to GST (GSThCic). Tryptic peptides found crosslinked to ERK T108AzF and ERK D319AzF variants are indicated with blue and red lines, respectively.
The use of crosslinking reagents with spacers of varying length. If none of the required side chains are present at the binding interface, crosslinking may not occur. If a crosslink is formed, the use of spacers could mean that the location of the covalent linkage is not representative of the binding interface.

Photoactivatable, crosslinking noncanonical amino acids also enable the formation of a covalent link between complexed proteins, which can be analyzed in a similar manner to determine where they bind (47, 48). In this study, we began by site-specifically inserting AsF into Drosophila Cic at the ERK–Cic binding interface and used UV crosslinking and analysis by mass spectrometry to identify the site on ERK that was covalently linked to Cic. Because the photocrosslinking group was inserted specifically at the binding interface using stop codon suppression, and no additional reagents or spacers were used, the crosslink we identified was formed on ERK precisely at the binding site. Furthermore, this technique did not require any assumptions as to where regions of ERK are involved in the interaction. We illustrated the robustness of this technique by using it to perform the reverse experiment, identifying where ERK binds to a newly discovered fragment of human Cic by modifying ERK positions with AsF. We propose that the photocrosslinking ERK variants we have generated here may also be used for the discovery of new ERK substrates that engage the DRS.

Materials and Methods

All recombinant proteins were expressed in Escherichia coli BL21 and purified using standard affinity chromatography techniques. Pull-down assays were carried out using glutathione Sepharose resin to bind to GST in the GST–Cic fusions. Proteins substituted with AsF were produced in E. coli BL21 using an engineered aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase. Photocrosslinking was carried out by irradiating protein mixture with a transilluminator (365 nm) at 4°C. Details for all experiments are provided in SI Appendix.
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